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New Zealand outfit, known primarily for their quirky music videos. The band was formed in 1998 by musician Stephen Aldridge (exConcrete Blonde) and Nat Clarke (ex-Death By Audio), who released the album Looking For the Best. The band continued to expand,
with the addition of drummer Jason Greenwood, guitarists Bill Armstrong and Craig Arapita, bass guitarist Mark Ferguson and
keyboardist Andy White. Many of the band's music videos were directed by Kakou and friends. The band released a second album,
Sitting Here, in 2007, with their first music video receiving full rotation on both SPIN and MTV. In 2004, the band was nominated in
the "Best Live Act" category for the New Zealand Music Awards. Members Nat Clarke (bass, vocals) Stephen Aldridge (guitar) Craig
Arapita (guitar) Andy White (keyboards) Mark Ferguson (bass) Jason Greenwood (drums) Bill Armstrong (guitar) Discography Albums
Looking For The Best (1997, Cargo) Sitting Here (2007, Fatboy) Singles "JFK" (1999, Cargo) "Pleasant" (2005, Fatboy) Other
appearances "Quick Reaction" on Dr.Dog Presents: The Remixes (2001, Cargo) "Onion Sundress" on The School Of Rock: Stage Fright
(2002, Warner) "Special" on You Can't Do That on TV (2003, Cargo) "Loser" on The School of Rock: I'm with Stupid (2004, Warner)
References External links KLAMBERT LABEL NERDS website Cargo Records [ KLAMBERT LABEL NERDS] at allmusic.com
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